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4Thesis for a doctorate:
On Andreas Predöhl s integration theory of the economic and political
space: Economic globalization and the autonomy of nation states
Summary
This thesis aims to clarify the thought of Andreas Predöhl (1893 1974) and suggests that
his theory has its own value even today. He introduced a distance factor into the universal
abstract concept of economy and called it economic space. Predöhl theorized that an economic
space covered all of Europe with a concentric pole, shaping the first global economic space of
the world economy, as well as the second world economic space with a second concentric pole
in North America. In addition, the third world economic space was formed with a third
concentric pole in the Soviet Union, under a planned and controlled economy. The
development of the world economy is thus producing a new global economic space based on
concentric poles, with the world economy becoming multi-polarized after World War II.
economic development is based on location theories, and his
theory has remained unchanged even after World War II. His thought operates on the premise
that the economy has certain rules and forces that preserve its own dynamics regardless of the
territories of nation states.
Predöhl incorporated 1958 industrial location theory into general
economics using his substitution principle. Based on his theory,
further by Augst Lösch (1906 1945), using the concept of imperfect competition theories and
progressing to a general location theory in space economics.
On the contrary, Predöhl emphasized the discrepancies between economic spaces and
national territories and proposed that economic policies should harmonize the discrepancies
between the two spheres. His theory was applicable to European integration, which was a
reflection of the Nazis big space economy. The economic spaces of expanded
as a result of contemporary developments but were divided by every national border. This
discrepancy therefore caused economic inefficiencies. For Predöhl, one of the functions of
economic policy is to dissolve and harmonize the tensions between economic spaces and the
indifferent between domestic and foreign
policies. However, nations will not accept such universalities but resort to other arguments to
5safeguard their autonomy. Harmonization is then required to address the difference. This is the
function of economic policy according to Predöhl.
Except for large countries, economic spaces expand as economic development extends
across the borders of nation states. This difference causes tension between the economic space
and political space (national territories). In the event of a conflict between the economic and
political spaces, we need to promote economic integration based on mutual understanding
among related nations for further economic development. A lack of mutual understanding
among countries only leads to the formation of a big space economy under powerful nations
with military power. Predöhl argued that related countries should resign or reduce their
political power to the extent possible and establish a federation based on economic integration.
When each country insists on its own autonomy and loses coordination, economic efficiency
decreases. Therefore, mutual reliance is inevitable. However, such reliance is restricted to
geographical regions, and does not extend to the world as a whole. These conflicts are due to
legal and social system differences between nations, rather than military reasons.
s the major influence of Weber, I will start with the originality of
has supplemental characteristics that allow it to connect abstract-exact theory with the actual
world.
is based on the idea of concentric poles in the world economy. A
concentric pole was established in the economic space of for the big
experience conflicts due to expanding
economic spaces in the face of limited territories within national borders. The Nazis big space
economy project and the European integration movement after World War II were two
approaches to solve this tension (Chapter 3).
Predöhl was associated with the Nazi regime as was locationalist Cristaller. Indeed, Predöhl
was engaged in foreign economic policy and might have worked on building the Nazis
regional settlement system. However, his theory was different from the so-called geopolitics.
He was also reluctant to adopt autarkic operations. He persisted with his own opinion, based on
economic rationality and resolution of conflicts on national borders (Chapter 4).
His stance did not change after World War II. He considered it necessary to continue with
economic integration in order to reconstruct the European economy across so many borders in
Europe. His theory about the world economy was different from both that of his teacher
6Bernhard Harms (1876 1939) and the development pole concept of François Perroux
(1903 1987) (Chapter 5).
He debated with Haberler and Leontief in the new Vereins für Sicialpolitik (the union for
social polycies)
after the war. Nevertheless, his thought was rarely discussed after World War II, perhaps
because of his relationship with the Nazis.
After the collapse of the Soviet Union in the beginning of the 1990s, his relationship with
the Nazis was often discussed. Indeed, his core-periphery-frontier model was also discussed in
the late 1990s from a space economics perspective.
With the development of Asia after the war, his concept of concentric world economic poles
was recognized amid the advance
development was treated as a fundamental principle in space economics. However, it was
difficult to apply his concept directly to the Asian context (Chapter 6).
The relationship between the economy and politics presents a problem for nation states in
the context of economic globalization. Predöhl argued that the economy is passive to politics in
the short term, but nations aiming at self-sufficiency in disregard of economic rationality need
to harmonize their economic and political spaces in the mid- and long term.
The globalization of the world economy involves every nation in the world network.
points out the problem of the relationship between a nation s existence and
economic rationality. His thought is worth study even today.
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